The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 

Trevor Phillips : Hello.Time was when a shot of antibiotics would cure any bacterial infection.Not any more.Across the globe,the age of the superbug is on us,resistant to anything we can throw at it,but hark,is that the sound of the cavalry riding to the rescue? 
(Russian patriotic vocal choir music plays) 
Even today the legend of the heroic red army lives on in post-Soviet Russia.But entirely aside from their exploits on the battle field,the old Soviet Union's doctors were a rich source of medical research,not least,because of the need to keep millions of Stalin's troops alive,in spite of rampaging disease and grinding poverty.Pioneering work in combating gangrene and dysentery may today hold an answer to the worrying problem of bacteria which refuse to be zapped by antibiotics.We'll be talking about that later. 
Last week we devoted the whole programme to the issue of how original scientific research,with commercial possibilities might be brought to the market.No apologies for returning to the topic today. But this time with an American spin.There's no question that of the most successful transfers of science to the market,the microprocessor must be pretty near number one. 
(Windows start up theme plays) 
Today we all know who Bill Gates is,but behind Gates and the new generation of impossibly wealthy supernerds are the marketing midwives,responsible for taking the research to the consumer.Among the gurus of this trade,the name Regis McKenna [no relation I hope! -LB] is held in particular awe. Earlier than most,McKenna saw the value of the microprocessor,the PC,recombinant DNA and genetic engineering amongst other cutting edge developments.He worked with many of the key firms like America On-Line,Apple and Microsoft to make these products what they are today [So that's who we blame then! -LB].Earlier this week,I talked to him here in London.When he started out in the 60s, did he ever imagine where the electronic revolution would lead? 


Regis McKenna : I was fortunate,having worked with a few of the early visionaries of the industry, people like Bob Noyce and Steve Jobs.Not too many by the way,but Bob Noyce who was the inventor of the integrated circuit and the founder of Intel,did have a vision of the integration of IT and telecommunications for example,back in the early 70s.Steve Jobs did talk in the very early days about getting computers into the hands of school teachers and children.That was I think a real fore-shadowing or a precedent kind of view of the world,so they were good friends of mine,I worked with them,and they tended to have a perspective of the future that was driven more from a technology perspective than from a social perspective. 

Trevor Phillips : How fast do you think people,let's take computer technology,desktop and all of that,how fast did people adjust to all of this? 

Regis McKenna : Actually,pretty fast.The telephone was invented back in the last quarter of the 19th century,and it still has only reached about a billion people in the world.More than half the people in the world have never made a phone call,and only about a fifth of the world actually have phones.So when you look at the computer,they are being bought at the rate of a hundred million a year.The internet is growing at the rate of a hundred million a year.We've never seen technologies be assimilated into society as rapidly as we've seen the computer and the internet. 

Trevor Phillips : But in your book "Real Time" you talk about this idea of real time processing,that is a machine can absorb and then process and respond almost simultaneously.now the thing is we can't, except at a sort of relatively simple level,you know,and everybody has the E-mail horror stories,you open,you know,50 E-mails,which you've got to respond to and so forth.Isn't there a danger that all of this is pushing us beyond the limits of our psychological and emotional and physical capabilities? 

Regis McKenna : No,I think that we have an enormous capacity for adaptation.My father was born,and my mother in 1898,and they used to come to Silicon Valley in the 1980s,and he would say, "How are you people living in this kind of society?",and I would say to him,"But look at what you lived through.You were there at the beginning of electricity,of the automobile,the aeroplane",I mean all of the technologies that he was exposed to as a young man,but somehow or other,society adjusted,and changed without actually being conscious of those changes.So much of what the technology does is hidden from our view.When you push those little twelve buttons on the phone,you set off a global network,digital systems,servers,satellites,fibre,cable,all kinds of interactive,very complex systems that you have no idea is happening,but your expectation is you're going to get that answer at the other end when you do it. 

Trevor Phillips : The point you make is exactly the one I want to come to next,that is you push your buttons on your telephone,you actually have no idea what is happening there,you know,and engineer,or a scientist may do,and the person who produced it will do,but is there a situation we're getting to where we're using things,very proficiently,but we have no idea what they are doing.It's no different from magic in a way? 

Regis McKenna : Absolutely,but I think this has always been true.It's true with our car.How does the automatic transmission work? I would say that most people don't know? 
[They don't know why they should know either-LB] 

Trevor Phillips : But is that right? 

Regis McKenna : Well,I don't know that it's right or wrong,it just is the world we live in,and I think it is a world that we constantly adapt to because it's there.I don't know that we can really place values on it,nor do we have a lot of,quite frankly, choice in the matter.I'm not making a decision on those 1500 communication satellites that are going up.They're going to go up,and people from China and other parts of the world are going to have access to a network that will interact with the rest of the world,and that will change the way we think and act as human beings.It will have an enormous impact upon global society. 

Trevor Phillips : Give me an example of the sort of thing that you think really is taking us into that future. 

Regis McKenna : Well,I think that right now it's still microelectronics.I think microelectronics is being embedded in everything,every place,anywhere.It's estimated that the semiconductor industry this year will produce ten to the seventeenth transistors integrated into chips,and it turns out that Edwin White,the biologist estimates that there are ten to the seventeenth ants in the world! (Trevor laughs) 
So when you look at silicon,and you look at its nature,it's in.....the average individual touches about 3-500 chips a day.They don't know they are there.but they are doing things.Everything from radio to television to computers to cellular phones,the microwave ovens,to alarm clocks to ...you name it. They're there doing work in some fashion and we don't...we aren't aware of them.So it's an infrastructure that is invisible to the human being and yet it affects the way they act,they think,they interact,and it affects cultures. 
[That's why they should know about it.A case in point is the effect of prime number algorithms on e-shopping transactions on the net.Public key cipher systems allow possible security but may allow government bodies to trace individuals and their messages -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : And for those who missed the ten to the seventeenth reference,that's one hundred thousand trillion? 

Regis McKenna : Yes,yes. 

Trevor Phillips : Which is an awful,awful lot.The problem is about all of this,in a sense,is that there is a danger that what we're also doing is erecting a new priesthood,which is called "science". 
[That's another reason why the public should know.Einstein made this point during his career that the public should be informed lest a gap open up and the elite become to distanced from the masses-LB] 
And indeed you,yourself,would I guess,qualify as a high-priest.Does that worry you? 

Regis McKenna : I think it does,but the fact that technology is becoming a new sort of tool in our lives is in many ways analogous to the past when new tools entered our lives through...over the centuries, you know,we will see good things and bad things out of these technologies. 
[In the past the average person could grasp the idea of a lathe or a scythe or a tap.Computer systems and there close cousins rely on such things as Boolean Algebra,Set Theory,Imaginary and Complex numbers,and any other esoteric areas of maths to achieve what they do.This is not readily grasped in the same way that the functioning of a Archimedean helical water screw is,and this is why modern technology is a whole different ball game,that requires a different attitude -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : Looking ahead,tell us what you think the next couple of big developments are going to be. 

Regis McKenna : Well,I think in terms of big developments I'm not sure that we'll see sort of, revolutionary new technologies come in and change everything.But from a consumer standpoint,I think the biggest change is going to be the availability of more and more access devices,and what I mean by that is the ability to connect any where,any time,any place.Your car is going to be smarter,the medical devices will be smarter.Pacemakers today are self-monitoring,so a pacemaker has built within it the ability to diagnose changes in the heart and communicate those back to your doctor.So the real revolution you know,is not going to be in any scientific or technological breakthrough that says, "Here's something that is relatively....here's a new computer or a new way".What it's going to be is in applications,and applications are going to multiply faster than we know what to do.We see it already.We see already for example,the numbers of new businesses entering into something like the internet because the cost of entry is low.The barriers are getting lower.Everybody with access to a computer can be smart and invent things,so ideas are the revolution. 

Trevor Phillips : Don't you think though that there is a case for saying that actually,that's developing what's there,but there may be new fields,which will present new possibilities? I'm thinking,for example of Quantum Physics. 

Regis McKenna : Well,Quantum Physics is already at work though.See Quantum Physics is obviously ......was,you know,really came in to ,you know, the theoretical processes a hundred years ago. 

Trevor Phillips : Yeah. 

Regis McKenna : But today in semiconductors,the line widths of moving electrons around are 400 times smaller than the human hair,so we are now working with quantum effects in semiconductors. 
[Qphysics is a statistical science and so every piece of electronic wizardry relies on statistics in order to function -LB] 
We're working with quantum effects in molecular biology.So the applications of quantum theory is really already at work in science,and the applications are different types of devices.Where the consumer sees this though,is really in the sort of cheap devices that do more,or that are free, telephones are given away free. I have a glucose monitor,I'm a diabetic,that glucose monitor I got free because it's a subscription model,they want me to subscribe to the testing strips that you put in them. That glucose monitor is now connected,so I can now download all the tests to my doctor, instantaneously.That's the revolution,and then what it will change is medical delivery.It'll change the way in which services are performed.So the real revolution I think is going to come in the applications of these technologies and how they will reshape the economics and structures of existing businesses, and so the new society that I think is emerging is a technocracy,and it is one that is based on less hierarchy,more networks,more interaction. 
[Another reason to be informed of how technology works.If you're not,you won't be able to function in a technocracy -LB] 
But the value in all this in my mind is that the technology of the past was very isolating.The technology of the future are all based on communication,whether it's machine to machine or people to people or machine to people.Everything that we're doing and everything that it's constructing has something or somehow to do with communicating,and if we do believe that communication is the basis of us learning more about each other,about growing closer together,or of having understanding of each other,then I think it's a very bright future rather than a pessimistic one. 

Trevor Phillips : Regis McKenna marketeer extraordinaire. 
Next week growing the perfect crystal and genetically modifying plants.



